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(57) 	 ABSTRACT 
An orbital launch system and its method of operation use a 
maneuver to improve the launch condition of a booster rocket 
and payload. A towed launch aircraft, to which the booster 
rocket is mounted, is towed to a predetermined elevation and 
airspeed. The towed launch aircraft begins the maneuver by 
increasing its lift, thereby increasing the flight path angle, 
which increases the tension on the towline connecting the 
towed launch aircraft to a towing aircraft. The increased ten-
sion accelerates the towed launch aircraft and booster rocket, 
while decreasing the speed (and thus the kinetic energy) of the 
towing aircraft, while increasing kinetic energy of the towed 
launch aircraft and booster rocket by transferring energy from 
the towing aircraft. The potential energy of the towed launch 
aircraft and booster rocket is also increased, due to the 
increased lift. The booster rocket is released and ignited, 
completing the launch. 
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DYNAMIC TOW MANEUVER ORBITAL 
LAUNCH TECHNIQUE 
This invention was made with government support under 
NND12AB91Z awarded by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) Dryden Flight Research Cen-
ter. The government has certain rights to this invention. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates generally to towed-booster 
orbital launch systems, and more particularly to an orbital 
launch technique that transfers kinetic energy from the tow 
aircraft to a towed launch aircraft and booster using a maneu-
ver. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
Launch of a payload, such as a spacecraft or satellite, into 
orbit has traditionally been performed by accelerating the 
spacecraft from the ground to a required elevation using 
booster rockets that contain enough thrust to lift the space-
craft. Since the energy required to continue lifting the space-
craft and the booster rocket decreases as the fuel is expended 
and as air resistance decreases, the boosters are frequently 
staged and have a fuel supply much larger for earlier stages 
than for subsequent stages. Further, the vertical launch struc-
ture required for such launches is costly and constrains the 
initial location of the launch to particular launch sites. FIGS. 
1A-1B illustrate such a prior art vertical ground-based rocket 
launch, with a launch tower 2 supporting booster rocket 4 
(and attached payload), until the ignition of booster rocket 4 
as shown in FIG. 1B. 
In order to remove launch constraints and to attempt to 
reduce the size and cost of booster rockets used in ground-
based launches, aircraft have been used to carry the booster 
rocket and attached payload to elevations near typical aircraft 
ceilings before the booster rocket is ignited. FIGS. 2A-2C 
illustrate such a prior art launch technique, in which booster 
rocket 4 is released from the underside of a launch aircraft 6. 
Booster rocket 4 is ignited after release, and gains the benefit 
of added launch elevation, e.g., 30,000-40,000 feet, and an 
initial horizontal velocity supplied by the launch aircraft, i.e., 
600 mph. Typically, the gains of air launch are greatly reduced 
over theoretical gains, because the booster rocket must be 
reinforced to provide for horizontal carrying of the booster 
rocket. The booster rocket also typically requires a wing in 
order to make the turn needed to increase the pitch angle of 
booster rocket 4 as shown in the transition to that of FIG. 2C 
from that of FIG. 213, which aligns the flight path of booster 
rocket 10 to the required orbit. 
More recently, techniques have been developed using a tow 
aircraft to tow a towed launch glider. Such techniques 
improve launch efficiency, i.e., the ratio of the mass of the 
payload that reaches orbit to the total pre-launch mass of the 
booster rocket with payload, by carrying the booster rocket to 
a greater launch elevation. Such techniques provide improve-
ment because the lift provided by the glider is greater than the 
lift that can be provided by launch aircraft 6 in FIGS. 2A-2C. 
Such a technique is illustrated in FIGS. 3A-3C, in which 
aircraft 6 is used to tow a towed launch aircraft 8, under which 
booster rocket 4 is mounted. A tow line 9 couples aircraft 6 to 
towed launch aircraft 8 until the desired launch elevation is 
reached, at which time tow line 9 is released. Then, towed 
launch aircraft 8 pulls up slightly to orient booster rocket 4 
above horizontal, as shown in FIG. 3B. Finally, booster rocket 
4 is dropped and ignited as shown in FIG. 3C. 
2 
However, even with all of the improvements that have been 
made to date, launch of a payload into orbit is an extremely 
costly operation and an improvement in launch efficiency can 
significantly reduce the fuel and booster cost. Therefore, it 
5 would be desirable to provide a further improved towed 
launch of a booster and payload. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
io 	 The above objectives and others are achieved in a method 
and system for launching a payload to an orbital distance 
above a body. 
The method and system perform launch of a payload into 
orbit above a body, such as earth. The method is a launch 
15 procedure followed by the system, which acts to carry out the 
launch procedure. The system includes a booster rocket con-
nected to the payload and mounted to a towed launch aircraft. 
The towed launch aircraft is coupled to a towing aircraft with 
a tow line. The towing aircraft tows the towed launch aircraft 
20 and the booster rocket to a predetermined elevation and then 
executes a maneuver that increases a lift of the towed launch 
aircraft to increase a flight path angle of the towed launch 
aircraft and substantially increase tension on the tow line. The 
increased tension on the tow line results in an acceleration of 
25 the towed launch aircraft along the towed launch aircraft's 
flight path, increasing the kinetic energy of the towed launch 
aircraft. The increased tension also results in a deceleration of 
the towing aircraft that decreases the towing aircraft's kinetic 
energy. The increased lift of the towed launch aircraft also 
30 raises the altitude, and thus the potential energy of the towed 
launch aircraft and booster rocket. The maneuver thus 
improves the launch condition of the booster rocket by 
increasing both the kinetic energy and the potential energy of 
the booster rocket. 
35 	 The foregoing and other objectives, features, and advan- 
tages of the invention will be apparent from the following, 
more particular, description of the preferred embodiment of 
the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 
40 	 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The novel features believed characteristic of the invention 
are set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself, 
however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further objec- 
45 tives, and advantages thereof, will best be understood by 
reference to the following detailed description of an illustra-
tive embodiment when read in conjunction with the accom-
panying drawings, wherein like reference numerals indicate 
like components, and: 
50 	 FIGS. 1A-1B illustrate a prior art orbital launch technique. 
FIGS. 2A-2C illustrate another prior art orbital launch 
technique. 
FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate still another prior art orbital launch 
technique. 
55 	 FIGS. 4A-413 are guides that illustrate definitions of angles 
used in the description. 
FIG. 5A is a side view and FIG. 5B is a top view of a towing 
arrangement in an exemplary orbital launch system. 
FIG. 6 is an isometric view of towed launch aircraft 12 of 
6o FIGS. 4A-413 with booster rocket 10 mounted in cradle 18. 
FIG. 7 is an isometric view of towed launch aircraft 12 of 
FIGS. 4A-413 showing details of cradle 18. 
FIGS. 8A-8H are side views of the system of FIGS. 4A-413 
illustrating a launch sequence of booster rocket 10. 
65 FIG. 9 is a graph depicting the extraction of kinetic energy 
from towing aircraft 14 during the maneuver depicted in 
FIGS. 8A-8D. 
US 8,727,264 B1 
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FIG. 10 is a graph depicting the total increase of kinetic 
energy and potential energy of the combined towed launch 
aircraft 12 and booster rocket 10 from the maneuver depicted 
in FIGS. 8A-8D. 
FIG. 11A is a graph depicting an altitude versus distance 5 
profile of combined towed launch aircraft 12 and booster 
rocket 10 during the maneuver depicted in FIGS. 8A-811 
FIG. 11B is a graph depicting an altitude versus distance 
profile of towing aircraft 14 and towed launch aircraft 
12/booster rocket 10 during the maneuver depicted in FIGS. 10 
8A-8H. 
FIG. 12 is a graph depicting various parameters in the 
transfer of energy between towing aircraft and combined 
towed launch aircraft 12 and booster rocket 10 during the 
maneuver depicted in FIGS. 8A-811 15 
FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B are isometric views of an example 
of a towed launch aircraft 12A including a tilting cradle 18A. 
FIG. 14 is an isometric view of towed launch aircraft 12A 
of FIGS. 13A-13B showing details of tilting cradle 18A. 
FIGS. 15A-15H are side views of a system including towed 20 
launch aircraft 12A of FIGS. 13A-13B in sequential stages of 
launch of booster rocket 10 with a tilting cradle 18A. 
DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENT 	 25 
The present invention encompasses methods and systems 
that improve a launch efficiency of orbital launches by using 
a towed launch configuration and extracting energy from the 
towing vehicle by increasing tension on the tow line for a 30 
short period just before the towed launch aircraft is released. 
FIG. 4A shows a booster rocket 10 mounted atop a towed 
launch aircraft 12 and are provided for definitions of the 
following angles/directions: 
FP flight path of a towed launch aircraft 12 	 35 
EPA flight path angle of towed launch aircraft 12 
(D pitch angle of towed launch aircraft 12 
H horizontal (horizon direction) 
Pitch angle (D is the angle of a central longitudinal axis 40 of 
towed launch aircraft 12 above horizontal H and flight path 40 
angle EPA is the angle of flight path FP, i.e., the direction of 
travel of towed launch aircraft 12 above horizontal H. 
FIG. 4B shows the tow configuration of FIG. 4A, but with 
the addition of a tow line 46. Tow line angle T is the angle 
between the direction of tow line 46 and horizontal H. Angle 45 
Ta is the displacement angle between the direction of tow line 
46 and the aircraft lift direction ALD. Aircraft lift direction 
ALD is perpendicular to flight path FP. Angle Ta causes 
tension TT on tow line 46 to provide thrust to towed launch 
aircraft 12 rather than countering the lift of towed launch 50 
aircraft 12, as would be the case if angle Ta were zero, i.e., if 
the direction of tow line 46 were directly along aircraft lift 
direction ALD. Tow line tension TT is shown broken down 
into two components: tension component TTT along flight 
path FP of towed launch aircraft 12, which is the component 55 
that provides thrust to towed launch aircraft 12 during the 
maneuver described herein, and tension component TTL, 
which is the component along aircraft lift direction ALD. 
Towed launch aircraft 12 is thus required to have increased lift 
to cancel tension component TTL. 60 
Referring now to FIGS. 5A-513, a launch system is shown 
in side view and top view, respectively. A towing aircraft 14 is 
connected via a tow line, i.e. a tow line 16, to towed launch 
aircraft 12, atop which booster rocket 10 containing, or 
attached to a payload, is mounted. In the example, straps 19 65 
are used to releasably secure booster rocket 10 atop a cradle of 
towed launch aircraft 12. Additional latches may also be used  
4 
to secure booster rocket 10. Tow line 16 is approximately 25 
times the length of towing aircraft 14 (e.g., 3 500 feet for a 140 
foot long towing aircraft 14), so in most of the Figures, tow 
line 16 is shown with a break for purposes of illustration. Tow 
line 16 is configured with split bridle sections 16A that elimi-
nate interference with booster rocket 10 that otherwise might 
occur with a single cable connection. Bridle sections are 
generally attached to near the longitudinal center of gravity of 
towed launch aircraft 12 to prevent towed launch aircraft 12 
from changing pitch under large tow line tensions. Towed 
launch aircraft 12 may be a glider, or may be a powered 
aircraft, which can simplify landing and subsequent re-use of 
towed launch aircraft 12. Towing aircraft 14, may for example 
be a DC-10 (DC-10 is a trademark of McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation) and tow line 16 may be a VECTRAN cable 
(VECTRAN is a trademark of Kuraray Co., Ltd. Corpora-
tion). The maneuver described below is generally initiated by 
manipulating elevators 15 of towed launch aircraft 12 to 
increase the lift, and thus the flight path angle EPA, of towed 
launch aircraft 12 for a predetermined period of time, until a 
particular flight path angle EPA is reached. Separation of 
towed launch aircraft 12 from booster rocket 10 is generally 
assisted by manipulating flaps 20 of towed launch aircraft to 
reverse the lift of, and thus to decrease flight path angle EPA 
of, towed launch aircraft 12 when booster rocket 10 has been 
released. However, alternative techniques to change the lift of 
towed launch aircraft 12 may be employed, depending on the 
particular design of towed launch aircraft 12. For example, if 
towed launch aircraft 12 employs a canard design, the maneu-
ver described herein may be initiated by manipulating the 
canard elevators to increase the lift and flight path angle EPA 
of towed launch aircraft 12. 
Referring now to FIG. 6, further details of towed launch 
aircraft 12 are shown, including trailing edge flaps 20 that 
extend through almost the entire span of the wing of towed 
launch aircraft 12, which aids in reversing the lift of towed 
launch aircraft 12 to provide increased separation of booster 
rocket 10 in the subsequently-illustrated maneuvers. While 
the configurations shown in the Figures mount booster rocket 
10 above the wing of towed launch aircraft 12, the maneuver 
illustrated in FIGS. 8A-8H below can alternatively be per-
formed with an under-wing mounting configuration. As 
described above, booster rocket 10 is secured in a cradle 18 
formed above the wing of towed launch aircraft 12 by mul-
tiple straps 19 that are releasable, to permit separation of 
booster rocket 10 from towed launch aircraft 12. 
Referring now to FIG. 7, details of cradle 18 are shown. 
Within cradle 18, multiple balloons 32 are distributed to 
support booster rocket 10 and any attached payload, without 
causing substantial bending stress along the length of booster 
rocket 10 and eliminating large local loads on booster rocket 
10 that would otherwise require additional reinforcement 
(and consequent increased weight) of booster rocket 10. A 
callout 30 shows further detail. Balloons 32 can be fabricated 
using a thickness of approximately 0.020 inch and can be 
fabricated using ordinary latex rubber. The diameter of bal-
loons 32 in the example is 6 inches. Balloons 32 may be 
connected via manifolds to control and to equalize their inter-
nal pressure. Balloons 32 also aid in separation of booster 
rocket 10 when straps 19 are released. By providing balloons 
32 rather than the typical discrete point supports employed by 
air launched vehicles, boosterrocket 10 canbe lighter and less 
costly, due to reduced structural requirements. 
Referring now to FIGS. 8A-8H, a dynamic tow maneuver 
is shown that increases launch efficiency over a typical 
ground launch procedure by approximately 50%. In FIG. 8A 
the system formed by towing aircraft 14, towline 16, bridle 
US 8,727,264 B1 
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6 
sections 16A and towed launch aircraft 12/booster rocket 10 
	
due to the reduction of speed of towing aircraft 14. Curve 56 
has reached a predetermined altitude, e.g., 30,000-40,000 	 shows the exemplary 25% reduction in the kinetic energy of 
feet, at which the dynamic tow maneuver is commenced by 	 towing aircraft 14. 
towed launch aircraft 12 raising elevators 15, increasing pitch 
	
Referring now to FIG. 10, a graph illustrates the total 
angle (D of towed launch aircraft 12, resulting in an approxi-  5 energy increase of towed launch aircraft 12 and booster 
mately 60% increase in lift of towed launch aircraft 12. As 	 rocket 10 from the maneuver depicted in FIGS. 813-81) as a 
illustrated in FIG. 813-8C, the lift increase raises flight path 
	
function of flight path angle FPA of towed launch aircraft 12 
angle FPA of towed launch aircraft 12 from zero to approxi- 	 during the maneuver. Curve 60 represents the percentage 
mately 25 degrees above horizontal, within approximately 14 
	
increase in total energy (kinetic+potential) of towed launch 
seconds. Because flight path angle FPA is increased, towed io aircraft 12 and booster rocket 10. Curve 62 represents the 
launch aircraft 12 rises above towing aircraft 14. As towed 	 change in potential energy and curve 64 represents the change 
launch aircraft 12 pulls up, the tension on towline 16 increases 	 in kinetic energy of towed launch aircraft 12 and booster 
dramatically. Before the pull-up maneuver, towline tension 	 rocket 10 as flight path angle FPA changes during the maneu- 
TT will be, for example, 7500 lb, which is equal to the drag of 	 ver. As can be seen from FIG. 10, due to tow line tension TT, 
exemplary 125,000 lb towed launch aircraft 12/booster rocket 15 flight path angle FPA is increased by 25 degrees while both 
10 combination. After 14 seconds have elapsed, when flight 	 kinetic and potential energy of towed launch aircraft 
path angle FPA reaches 25 degrees, towline tension TT, in the 	 12/booster rocket 10 are increased. The combination of the 
example, has increased to 130,000 lbs, i.e., more than the 	 kinetic andpotential energy increases, along withthe increase 
weight of towed launch aircraft 12/booster rocket 10 combi- 	 in flight path angle FPA provides an increase in launch effi- 
nation. The increased tension on towline 16 provides forward 20 ciency booster rocket of 50%. 
thrust to towed launch aircraft 12/booster rocket 10, by pull- 	 Referring now to FIG. 11A, an altitude versus distance 
ing forward on towed launch aircraft 12, simultaneously 	 profile 80 of combined towed launch aircraft 12 and booster 
slowing towing aircraft 14 enough, in the example, to remove 	 rocket 10 during the maneuver depicted in FIGS. 8A-8H is 
25% of the kinetic energy of towing aircraft 14. The increased 	 shown. FIG. 11B additionally shows an altitude vs. distance 
altitude of towed launch aircraft 12/booster rocket 10 also 25 profile 82 for towing aircraft 14. At time t l , a predetermined 
raises the potential energy of booster rocket 10, so that the 	 altitude of just below 35,000 feet is reached, and the maneu- 
maneuver increases both kinetic energy and potential energy 	 ver is commenced by raising elevators 15 to start the dynamic 
of booster rocket 10, improving the launch condition of 	 tow maneuver, as described above with reference to FIG. 8A. 
booster rocket 10 at the time of ignition enough to increase 	 The difference between the x-coordinate positions of time 
launch efficiency by 50% in the example. 	 30 marker t, for profile 80 vs. profile 82 is due to the horizontal 
After a predetermined time has elapsed, or a predetermined 
	
displacement of towing aircraft 14 and towed launch aircraft 
flight path angle FPA or velocity is reached by towed launch 
	
12, i.e., the 3500 foot length of exemplary tow line 16. At time 
aircraft 12 and booster rocket 10, the first portion of the 	 t2 , as described above with reference to FIG. 8C, towed 
maneuver is terminated by releasing bridles 16A, as shown in 	 launch aircraft 12 and booster rocket 10 have gained 1200 feet 
FIG. 8D. Tow line 16 and bridle 16A can either be retrieved by 35 in elevation, but more importantly, have increased in velocity 
a winch in towing aircraft 14, as shown in FIG. 8E or dis- 	 by approximately 12% while changing flight path angle FPA 
carded by releasing tow line 16 at towing aircraft, or carried 	 to 25 degrees above horizontal. At time t 2, towed launch 
back to landing. Also, as shown in FIG. 8E, flight path angle 	 aircraft 12 and booster rocket 10 are decoupled from towing 
FPA of towed launch aircraft 12 continues to increase, as the 	 aircraft 14 by releasing tow line 16, as described above with 
now un-tethered towed launch aircraft 12 coasts upward. 4o reference to FIG. 8D and continue to coast upward until time 
During the coast upward, flight path angle FPA increases, in 	 t3 , as described above with reference to FIG. 8E. At time t 3 , 
the example, to an optimum value flight path angle FPA of 50 
	
booster rocket 10 is separated from towed launch aircraft 12, 
degrees, further improving the launch condition of booster 	 as described above with reference to FIG. 8F. Several seconds 
rocket 10 by increasing the angle of booster rocket 10 with 
	
later, at time t4, as described above with reference to FIG. 8G, 
respect to horizontal H and further increasing the potential 45 booster rocket 10 ignites, accelerating booster rocket 10 
energy of booster rocket 10 by lifting booster rocket 10 to a 	 toward orbit. At time t 5, as described above with reference to 
higher elevation. After the optimum flight path angle FPA has 	 FIG. 8H, towed launch aircraft 12 has decreased flight path 
been reached, as shown in FIG. 8F, straps 19, and any addi- 	 angle FPA to zero and is now in level flight in preparation for 
tional latches securing booster rocket 10 to towed launch 	 return flight to landing. 
aircraft 12 are released and flaps 20 are raised to reverse the 50 	 Referring now to FIG. 12, a graph illustrates various 
lift of towed launch aircraft 12, so that towed launch aircraft 	 changes occurring in the components of the system during the 
flies downward away from booster rocket 10. As shown in 	 maneuver illustrated in FIGS. 8A-8H. Curve 70 shows the 
FIG. 8G, after several seconds, separation between booster 	 mach number as a percentage of mach 1 for towed launch 
rocket 10 and towed launch aircraft 12 has reached a safe 	 aircraft 12/booster rocket 10, which is seen increasing during 
distance. Then, booster rocket 10 is ignited to burn a propel-  55 the dynamic tow maneuver until time t 2 , which is at the end of 
lant 50 and raise the payload to an orbital distance above the 	 the towed pull-up portion of the maneuver when tow line 16 
earth. As shown in FIG. 8H, towed launch aircraft 12 recovers 	 is released. Curve 71 shows flight path angle FPA of towed 
to level flight, restores flaps 20 and commences landing 	 launch aircraft 12. At time t3 , when towed launch aircraft 12 
operations. 	 has achieved an optimum flight path angle FPA of 50 degrees, 
Referring now to FIG. 9, a graph illustrates the extraction 60 towed launch aircraft 12 separates from booster rocket 10 and 
of kinetic energy from towing aircraft 14 during the maneuver 	 decreases flight path angle FPA to distance itself from booster 
depicted in FIGS. 8A-8D. In the example, the entire maneu- 	 rocket 10, as shown by the rapid decrease in flight path angle 
ver lasts 14 seconds. Curve 54 shows an exemplary 28 knot 	 FPA. Curve 72 shows the altitude of towed launch aircraft 12 
reduction in velocity of towing aircraft 14, and curve 52 
	
in thousands of feet. Curve 73 shows tow line angle T in 
represents the exemplary 700 M7 of kinetic energy extracted 65 degrees and curve 74 shows towline tension TT in units often 
from towing aircraft 14 during the maneuver, while curve 58 	 thousand pounds (i.e., at cable release time t 2, towline tension 
shows the small change in lift coefficient of towing aircraft 14 
	
TT130,000 lb). 
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Referring now to FIGS. 13A-13B, an alternative towed 
	
foregoing and other changes in form, and details may be made 
launch aircraft 12A is shown, which is capable of performing 	 therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
a modified maneuver. Both towed launch aircraft 12A and the 	 invention. 
modified maneuver, which is illustrated below in FIGS. 15A- 	 What is claimed is: 
15H, are similar to towed launch aircraft 12 and the maneuver 5 	 1. A method of launching a payload into orbit above a body, 
illustrated in FIGS. 8A-8H described above, so only differ- 	 the method comprising: 
ences between them will be described below. Towed launch 	 mounting a booster rocket connected to the payload to a 
aircraft 12A has a tilting cradle 18A that increases the angle of 	 towed launch aircraft; 
booster rocket 10 with respect to horizontal H, which is an 	 towing the towed launch aircraft with a towing aircraft via 
alternative to increasing the flight path angle FPA of towed 10 	 a tow line to a predetermined elevation; 
launch aircraft 12 to the desired 50 degree launch angle. 	 executing a first maneuver that increases a lift of the towed 
Cradle 18A rests in a central fuselage 17 of towed launch 
	
launch aircraft to increase a flight path angle of the 
aircraft 12A until rotated, generally by a hydraulic lifter that 	 towed launch aircraft to approximately 25 degrees above 
contracts to pull the back edge of cradle 18A toward the wing 	 horizontal, wherein a tension on the tow line increases 
of towed launch aircraft. In the example, cradle 18A is rotated 15 	 substantially, resulting in an acceleration of the towed 
25 degrees above central longitudinal axis 40 (FIGS. 4A-4B) 	 launch aircraft along a flight path of the towed launch 
of towed launch aircraft 12, whichresults in a total pitch angle 	 aircraft that increases a kinetic energy of the towed 
of over 50 degrees for booster rocket 10 at launch, when flight 	 launch aircraft and a deceleration of the towing aircraft 
path angle FPA of towed launch aircraft 12 reaches 25 	 that decreases the kinetic energy of the towing aircraft, 
degrees. Pitch angle (D of towed launch aircraft 12 will be 20 	 and wherein the increase in lift of the towed launch 
approximately 32 degrees at this time, thus the total pitch 	 aircraft causes an increase in potential energy of the 
angle for booster rocket 10 at launch will be approximately 57 	 towed launch aircraft, whereby both a kinetic energy and 
degrees in the example. FIG. 14 shows details of cradle 18A, 	 a potential energy of the booster rocket are increased to 
which rotates with respect to fuselage 17 via a hinge 34 that 	 improve a launch condition of the booster rocket; 
extends from the wing of towed launch aircraft 12 and cradle 25 	 decoupling the booster rocket and the payload from the 
18A. Callout 30A shows a further detailed view. 	 towed launch aircraft to end the first maneuver; and 
Referring now to FIGS. 15A-15H, an alternative dynamic 	 igniting the booster rocket to deliver the payload to an 
tow maneuver is shown. In FIG. 15A the system formed by 	 orbital distance from the body. 
towing aircraft 14, towline 16, bridle sections 16A and towed 
	
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising continuing to 
launch aircraft 12/booster rocket 10 has reached a predeter-  30 increase the flight path angle of the towed launch aircraft after 
mined altitude, e.g., 30,000-40,000 feet. Towed launch air- 	 the decoupling to further increase a flight path angle of the 
craft first rotates cradle 18A to orient booster rocket 10 twenty 	 booster rocket and the potential energy of the booster rocket 
five degrees above pitch angle (D. Then the dynamic tow 	 after completing the decoupling. 
maneuver is commenced as shown in FIG. 15B, by increasing 	 3. The method of claim 2, wherein the executing a first 
pitch angle (D of towed launch aircraft 12, by raising elevators 35 maneuver increases the flight path angle to approximately 25 
15. As in the maneuver illustrated above, towed launch air- 	 degrees above horizontal, and wherein the continuing to 
craft 12 and booster rocket 10 rise and are accelerated forward 
	
increase the flight path angle of the towed launch aircraft 
by the tension on tow line 16, until towed launch aircraft 
	
further increases the fight path angle after the decoupling to 
reaches a flight path angle FPA of twenty-five degrees above 	 approximately 50 degrees above horizontal. 
horizontal H as shown in FIG. 15C and in FIG. 15D and bridle 40 	 4. The method of claim 1, wherein the executing a first 
16A is released. 	 maneuver comprises raising elevators at a tail of the towed 
Shortly after, or simultaneously with the release of bridle 	 launch aircraft. 
16A, as shown in FIG. 15E straps 19, and any additional 
	
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the booster rocket and 
latches securing booster rocket 10 to cradle 18A are released 	 payload are secured with straps, and wherein the decoupling 
and flaps 20 of towed launch aircraft 12 are raised and eleva-  45 is commenced by releasing the straps. 
tors 15 are lowered to cause towed launch aircraft 12 to fly 	 6. The method of claim 1, wherein the decoupling com- 
away from booster rocket 10 as shown in FIG. 15F. Once 	 prises the towed launch aircraft executing a second maneuver 
towed launch aircraft 12 has reached a safe distance from 	 that decreases the flight path angle of the towed launch air- 
booster rocket 10, booster rocket 10 is ignited, to burn pro- 	 craft after completion of the decoupling to increase separa- 
pellant 50 and raise the payload to an orbital distance above 50 tion of the towed launch aircraft and the booster rocket at the 
the earth, as shown in FIG. 15G. Cradle 18A is then retracted 	 end of the first maneuver. 
and towed launch aircraft 12 is flown to level flight, while 	 7. The method of claim 6, wherein the second maneuver is 
booster rocket 10 continues on to achieve orbit, as shown in 	 performed by raising flaps along a wing of the towed launch 
FIG. 15H. 	 aircraft to reverse the lift of the towed launch aircraft. 
When using tilting cradle 18A so that booster rocket 10 is 55 	 8. The method of claim 1, wherein the towed launch aircraft 
launched at a flight path angle FPA of only 25 degrees, it is 	 is a glider, and wherein the method further comprises return- 
possible to conduct the full dynamic tow maneuver while tow 	 ing the towed launch aircraft to a landing on the body without 
line 16 is still connected between towed launch aircraft 12A 	 power. 
and towing aircraft 14. While such a configuration has the 	 9. The method of claim 1, wherein the towed launch aircraft 
advantage of being able to tow the towed launch aircraft 12A 60 is a powered aircraft, and wherein the method further com- 
back to landing after launch of booster rocket 10, such a 	 prises returning the towed launch aircraft to a landing on the 
configuration has a disadvantage of providing a smaller sepa- 	 body under power. 
ration (safe distance) between towing aircraft 14 and booster 	 10. The method of claim 1, wherein the mounting mounts 
rocket 10 during rocket ignition. 	 the booster rocket in a cradle provided atop the towed launch 
While the invention has been particularly shown and 65 aircraft. 
described with reference to the preferred embodiment 	 11. The method of claim 10, wherein the cradle is located 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the 	 above a wing of the towed launch aircraft and is rotatable with 
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respect to a fuselage of the towed launch aircraft, and wherein 
the method further comprises rotating the cradle to tilt the 
booster rocket upward during at least a portion of the execut-
ing of the first maneuver. 
12. A system for launching a payload into orbit above a 
body, comprising: 
• booster rocket connected to the payload; 
• towed launch aircraft for carrying the booster rocket, 
wherein the booster rocket and payload are detachably 
secured to the towed launch aircraft; and 
• towing aircraft for towing the towed launch aircraft and 
coupled to the towed launch aircraft by a tow line, 
wherein the towed launch aircraft executes a first 
maneuver that increases a lift of the towed launch air-
craft to increase a flight path angle of the towed launch 
aircraft to an angle of approximately 25 degrees above 
horizontal, wherein a tension on the tow line increases 
substantially, resulting in an acceleration of the towed 
launch aircraft along a flight path of the towed launch 
aircraft that increases a kinetic energy of the towed 
launch aircraft and a deceleration of the towing aircraft 
that decreases the kinetic energy of the towing aircraft 
until the tow line is released and the booster rocket and 
the payload are decoupled from the towed launch air-
craft, whereby the booster rocket can be ignited to 
deliver the payload to an orbital distance from the body, 
and wherein the increase in lift of the towed launch 
aircraft causes an increase in potential energy of the 
towed launch aircraft, whereby both a kinetic energy and 
a potential energy of the booster rocket are increased to 
improve a launch condition of the booster rocket. 
13. The system of claim 12, wherein the towed launch 
aircraft continues to increase the flight path angle of the towed 
launch aircraft after the decoupling of the tow line to further 
increase a flight path angle of the booster rocket and the 
potential energy of the booster rocket after completing the 
decoupling of the tow line. 
14. The system of claim 13, wherein the execution of the 
first maneuver increases the flight path angle to an angle of 
approximately 25 degrees above horizontal, and wherein the 
towed launch aircraft continues to increase the flight path 
angle to approximately 50 degrees above horizontal after the 
decoupling. 
15. The system of claim 12, wherein the towed launch 
aircraft executes the first maneuver by raising elevators at a 
tail of the towed launch aircraft. 
16. The system of claim 12, wherein the booster rocket and 
payload are detachably secured with straps and wherein the 
decoupling of the booster rocket and payload from the towed 
launch aircraft is commenced by releasing the straps. 
17. The system of claim 12, wherein the towed launch 
aircraft executes a second maneuver that decreases a flight 
path angle of the towed launch aircraft to increase separation 
of the towed launch aircraft and the booster rocket at the end 
of the first maneuver. 
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18. The system of claim 17, wherein the second maneuver 
is performed by raising flaps along a wing of the towed launch 
aircraft to reverse the lift of the towed launch aircraft. 
19. The system of claim 12, wherein the towed launch 
5 aircraft is a glider, whereby the towed launch aircraft can be 
returned to a landing on the body without power. 
20. The system of claim 12, wherein the towed launch 
aircraft is a powered aircraft, whereby the towed launch air-
craft can be returned to a landing on the body under power. 
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21. The system of claim 12, wherein the towed launch 
aircraft comprises a cradle for mounting the booster rocket, 
and wherein the booster rocket is mounted in the cradle. 
22. The system of claim 21, wherein the cradle is located 
above a wing of the towed launch aircraft and is rotatable with 
respect to a fuselage of the towed launch aircraft, and wherein 
15 the cradle is rotated to tilt the booster rocket upward during at 
least a portion of the first maneuver. 
23. A method of launching a payload into orbit above a 
body, the method comprising: 
securing a booster rocket connected to the payload in a 
20 cradle of a towed launch aircraft with a plurality of 
straps, wherein the cradle is located above a wing of the 
towed launch aircraft; 
towing the towed launch aircraft with a towing aircraft via 
a tow line to a predetermined elevation; 
25 	 executing a first maneuver by raising elevators at a tail of 
the towed launch aircraft to increase a lift of the towed 
launch aircraft to increase a flight path angle of the 
towed launch aircraft to approximately 25 degrees above 
horizontal, wherein a tension on the tow line increases 
30 substantially, resulting in an acceleration of the towed 
launch aircraft along a flight path of the towed launch 
aircraft that increases a kinetic energy of the towed 
launch aircraft and a deceleration of the towing aircraft 
that decreases the kinetic energy of the towing aircraft, 
35 and wherein the increase in lift of the towed launch 
aircraft causes an increase in potential energy of the 
towed launch aircraft, whereby both a kinetic energy and 
a potential energy of the booster rocket are increased to 
improve a launch condition of the booster rocket; 
40 disconnecting the tow line, releasing the straps and execut-
ing a second maneuver by raising flaps of a wing of the 
towed launch aircraft to reverse the lift of the towed 
launch aircraft to decrease a flight path angle of the 
towed launch aircraft to separate the towed launch air- 
45 craft and the booster rocket and end the first maneuver; 
and 
igniting the booster rocket to deliver the payload to an 
orbital distance from the body. 
24. The method of claim 23, wherein the cradle is rotatable 
50 with respect to a fuselage of the towed launch aircraft, and 
wherein the method further comprises rotating the cradle to 
tilt the booster rocket upward during at least a portion of the 
first maneuver to increase a lengthwise orientation of the 
booster rocket to an angle of approximately 50 degrees above 
55 horizontal. 
